
 

Gen X: Decluttering misconceptions about what it means
to be an adult in 2017 (part 2)

While the world was focusing on Millennials and Baby Boomers, Gen X were quietly reinventing what it means to be an
adult today...

Living life on their own terms

According to Viacom’s global study, which was presented at the VIMN Africa Thought Leadership Breakfast on
Wednesday, 17 May at The Venue, Melrose Arch in Johannesburg, only 46% of South Africans between the ages 30-49
have actually achieved the three traditional adult milestones of getting married, buying their own home and having a child.

This is significantly higher than the global average, and what’s especially interesting in South Africa is that there’s an ethnic
difference as well. One of the explanations for this is black tax – “the inherent need to support those in your family that are
less well-off,” explained Christian Kurz, senior vice president, global insights for Viacom International Media Networks. “So
it’s almost like you don’t even get to dip your hand into the candy jar because somebody else was in there already."

Something else that contradicts how this generation is being misrepresented – as “oh, you’re married now, sex is a chore,
da da da da da, all of that type of stuff” – is that Gen Xers are more likely than Millennials to say that sex is the most
important thing in a relationship (and to have a more fulfilled sex life, “although they have had a few more years to
practice”). Counter-intuitively, for Millennials friendship is more important.

As mentioned in part one, Gen Xers are in search of meaning, and this extends to their families, which are starting to look
very different to what was the norm:
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79% agree that a single parent can raise a child as well as a couple (71% global, 87% black, 75% white). The
perception that a single parent can raise a child just as well as a couple is very high, particularly in South Africa, and
even more so amongst the black population.
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Moving on from family to friendships, while friend circles are narrowing, they’re becoming tighter from a quality-over-
quantity perspective.

On average, Gen Xers have about 25 friends, whereas Millennials say they have 55. “Essentially what we’re seeing in Gen
X is this process of decluttering… and that started to happen with Gen Xers back in the 90s, when they were those
disenfranchised youth, when they said ‘no, I’m looking for meaning’, they didn’t want to focus on everything, they wanted to
focus on a select few things. It’s about fulfilling relationships.”

(c) Krasimira Nevenova - 123RF.com

Gen X did it first

This is where technology comes in:

This, again, is higher in SA and amongst the black segment in particular. One of the drivers is that a lot of South Africans
are living away from their family or close friends, and social media or the internet in general are having a significantly
positive impact on staying connected. “You don’t get phone calls from your mom anymore asking what you’re up to, saying
you never call me, because she can just see it on Facebook now.”

As Gen Xers were there when the internet came into being, they’ve learnt how to deal with social as it developed, which was
more of a natural transition compared to Millennials who “kind of fell into it”.

66% of non-parents would be willing to adopt (55% global, 73% black, 61% white). Again, significantly higher in South
Africa, and in addition to which multigenerational living is increasing, not just in SA but in Western Europe and
North America as well. The idea of built-in child care, elder care and just having people you know close by is
something that’s becoming increasingly important.

82% of 30-49 year olds in SA agree that a man can bring up a child as well as a woman can. Modern fatherhood is
very different to what it was. “Whenever you ask dads how they related to their fathers and how they now relate to
their child, very different stories…” Most dads who didn’t have a relationship with their father are making up for that
with their kids. This means spending a lot more time with them and no longer just being a financial support.

83% use tech and social media to stay up to date and connected
62% couldn’t survive a week without their smartphone

32 is the average number of times they check for updates per day
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Although the Boomers started the sheconomy, Gen Xers took it to the next level. The study showed that more than half of
the women interviewed were either chief or equal wage earners in their households, and that female entrepreneurship in
particular is a very strong topic in Africa.

Flexible work is also very important to Gen Xers. “Yes, Millennials are leveraging it, but its Gen Xers who really came up
with the idea in the first place. Partly driven by the changing nature of relationships and wanting to spend more time with
your significant other, your kids and doing other things – that means you’re going to have to be flexible, and how you do
that, is you make work fit around you.”

When asked which of the following: ‘midlife crisis’, ‘loss of identity’ or ‘prioritising me’ most reflects how Gen Xers are
approaching midlife, priortitising me came out on top. This is the result of the decluttering process mentioned above, and
in effect results in this generation avoiding the midlife crisis altogether, because they’re constantly re-evaluating what’s
important or meaningful to them. “If you constantly re-evaluate what’s important in your life, and focus on those things, then
you don’t get to that point when all of sudden everything sucks and you have to do something completely different, like the
Boomers did.”

Gen X are also resisting the midlife crisis by finding their “my thing” – this can be anything really (playing tennis, collecting
toy cars, adult colouring-in), even something you’re not particularly good at, it’s just about doing something, finding your
niche. Millennials, on the other hand, are a lot more deliberate at being the best at whatever they do.

But what does this all mean for brands, advertisers, marketers and media companies alike. How should they re-evaluate the
way they represent this group of consumers? Read part three...
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